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Content of this message:
- SMR7.1 is an optional maintenance release of the SWXess trading platform
- Introduction of new order types “Iceberg Plus” and “Limit Plus”
- Enhancements and optimizations of SwissAtMid functionality
- Initial publication of «SMR7.1 – Participant Readiness» brochure
- Publication of first versions of SWXess Interface Specification documents
- Rollout plan of SMR7.1 in Membertest environment 5 March 2018 and in Production environment 16 April 2018

SIX Swiss Exchange is introducing a further upgrade of its SWXess trading platform as part of its ongoing improvement effort. The SWXess Maintenance Release 7.1 (SMR7.1) is optional for SWXess participants and will mainly implement the new order types “Iceberg Plus” and “Limit Plus” for trading on order book and in SwissAtMid.

SMR7.1 is scheduled to go into the Membertest environment on 5 March 2018 and 16 April 2018 in the Production environment. The contingency date for the go-live in Production is 28 May 2018.

Please find all currently known business relevant information concerning SMR7.1 in the «SMR7.1 – Participant Readiness» brochure published with this message. The brochure contains information about functional changes and regulatory impact of SMR7.1 as well as details concerning the migration, testing phase and rollout. In addition, the publication contains links to several other SMR7.1 relevant documents.

The «SMR7.1 – Participant Readiness» brochure is the main source for business relevant information for SMR7.1 and will be updated and published with more detailed information in due course before the Start of the Membertest phase. New versions of the «SMR7.1 – Participant Readiness» brochure will be announced by a SIX Swiss Exchange message.

More information on the SWXess Maintenance Release 7.1 is available on the dedicated SWXess Maintenance Release (SMR) website and on the Member Section of SIX Swiss Exchange.

SIX Swiss Exchange is continuously striving to extend and improve the SWXess trading platform. Our participants will benefit from the improvements and optimizations resulting from SMR7.1, which guarantee efficient trading.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Member Services:

Phone: +41 58 399 2473
E-mail: member.services@six-group.com
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